In a dislocation problem, a paradoxical discordance is known to occur between an original smooth curve and an infinitesimally discretized curve. To solve this paradox, we have investigated a non-hypersingular expression for the integral kernel (called the stress Green's function) which describes the stress field caused by the displacement discontinuity. We first develop a compact alternative expression of the non-hypersingular stress Green's function for general two-and three-dimensional infinite homogeneous elastic media. We next compute the stress Green's functions on a curved fault and revisit the paradox. We find that previously obtained non-hypersingular stress Green's functions are incorrect for curved faults although they give correct answers when the fault geometries are discretized with flat elements.
INTRODUCTION
Non-planar fault geometries, such as bends, branches, and segments, have been considered to affect the rupture processes of the earthquakes (Scholz 2019) . The rupture processes on non-planar faults are difficult to solve analytically, and sometimes even numerically. A fundamental tool for investigating such phenomena is the established solution for a simple fault model (e.g., Okada 1992; Aochi et al. 2000) , which is obtained analytically from the integral kernel (Green's function) for elastic media. By discretizing the intractable general fault geometry into the amenable flat fault elements (Cochard & Madariaga 1994; Tada & Madariaga 2001; Aochi & Fukuyama 2002; Tada 2006) , analytical results have been successful in modelling the earthquake rupture of the complex fault geometries (Rice 1993; Aochi & Fukuyama 2002; Kame et al. 2003; Ando & Kaneko 2018) .
In such fault-modeling discretization, it is assumed that the discretized solution converges to the original un-discretized one in the limit of the infinitesimally fine elements (Tada & Yamashita 1996) . However, Tada & Yamashita (1996) reported that discretized solutions for problems involving smoothly curved faults do not converge to the original un-discretized ones, even in the limit of infinitesimally fine elements. They further pointed out that this inconsistency extends to the previous analytical formulations, such as that of Jeyakumaran & Keer (1994) , as well as to their own results. Although Tada & Yamashita (1996) first recognized this problem in two-dimensional cases, Aochi et al. (2000) and Tada et al. (2000) reported that this inconsistency persists in three-dimensional modeling as well. This inconsistency has been considered to be a paradox of elastic fault-modeling (Tada & Yamashita 1996; Aochi et al. 2000) , called the "paradox of smooth and abrupt bends" (Tada & Yamashita 1996) .
The paradox of smooth and abrupt bends posed the issue of whether a fully smooth or a finely discretized fault is appropriate for modeling a real curved fault (Aki & Richards 2002; Duan & Oglesby 2005; Kase & Day 2006) . By analogy to a natural fault that is segmented on fine scales, some investigators have considered that a discretized fault may be more appropriate, at least for purely elastic problems (Duan & Oglesby 2005; Kase & Day 2006) . Kase & Day (2006) also reported that the solution obtained by using discretized boundary elements is well supported by the (discretized) finite-element modeling approach, as done e.g., by Oglesby et al. (2003) . However, the dynamic rupture problem on a kinked fault becomes ill-posed, except for anti-plane problems, due to the ambiguity of the normal vector at a corner (Adda-Bedia & Madariaga 2008) . Despite the fact that a discretized fault was first introduced as a tractable approximation to a smooth curve, researchers have found it necessary to be conscious of the case to which their numerical modelling corresponds, so as not to misinterpret numerical results (Tada & Yamashita 1996) .
In this paper, we study the paradox of smooth and abrupt bends from both analytical and numerical viewpoints in order to investigate the adequacy of the choice between smooth and discretized faults. In previous studies, the paradox of smooth and abrupt bends was considered by using only the analytically obtained non-hypersingular stress Green's functions, as in Jeyakumaran & Keer (1994); Tada (1996) ; Tada & Yamashita (1997) ; Tada et al. (2000) . Because of the length of the expressions obtained in those studies, the cause of the paradox of smooth and abrupt bends does not appear clearly or become disentangled in a unified manner.
By investigating the derivation of a compact expression of the stress Green's function-which we find to be equivalent to the expression obtained by Bonnet (1999) -and by comparing the previously obtained non-hypersingular expressions numerically, we show that there is in fact no paradox. This paper is organized as follows. First, we present the definition of the problem. Second, we investigate the derivation of the non-hypersingular stress Green's functions for both two-and threedimensional problems. Third, we examine the paradox of smooth and abrupt bends in various numerical ways. Finally, we provide an intuitive explanation of the results, which connect to the central topic in the companion manuscript to this paper (Romanet, Sato, and Ando).
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
The problem we address is to obtain the non-hypersingular stress Green's function, a boundary integral equation that describes the stress field throughout a medium that is caused by the displacement discontinuities on the fault. We consider a homogeneous, elastic medium filling the infinite space with the absolute stress in static equilibrium and without any single forces. We do not assume the medium to be isotropic. We assume small displacements, and express the fault as the buried boundary that constitutes the interface between two sufficiently adjacent faces (Aki & Richards 2002, p38) . The scope of our derivation includes those of the previous studies that have obtained non-hypersingular stress Green's functions for isotropic elasticity (e.g., Tada & Yamashita 1997; Tada et al. 2000) . We consider the three-dimensional dynamic case, as it reduces to the other cases (static or two-dimensional) in certain limits.
We begin with the representation theorem ( §2.1), which provides the hypersingular integral equations for the displacement gradient and stress Green's functions ( §2.2).
Representation Theorem
The n-th component un(x, t) of the displacement vector u(x, t) at location x = (x1, x2, x3) and time t is described by the representation theorem as a function of the slip distance ∆u(ξ, s) distributed over locations ξ on the set of faults Γ(s) at time s, where the Latin subscripts range over the set {1, 2, 3}. The representation theorem for buried faults (Aki & Richards 2002) is given as
where cijpq is the ijpq component of the elasticity tensor, ∆ui(ξ, s) is the i-th component of ∆u(ξ, s), and the boundary integral Γ(s) dΣ(ξ) is executed over Γ(s), and νj(ξ, s) is the j-th component of the inward normal vector ν(ξ, s) at the location ξ on Γ(s) at the time s. Summation over repeated Latin subscripts is implied. The quantity Gin is the in-component of the retarded homogeneous Green's function G of the displacement field that obeys the equation of motion in a homogeneous medium filling infinite space; it describes the i-th component of the displacement at location x and time t in responding to a delta-impulsive single force along the n-th direction at the location ξ and the time s. That is
(2) where ρ is the mass density of the medium, δin is the Kronecker delta for the set (i, j), and δ(x − ξ) and δ(t − s) are Dirac delta functions for the relative location x − ξ and relative time t − s. The quantities ∂t := ∂/(∂t) and ∂j := ∂/(∂xj), respectively, represent the partial-differentiation operators for the time t and the j-th component xj of the position vector x. Hereafter, when one side of an equation contains both x and ξ, we specify x or ξ to execute spatial differentiations as ∂
The slip distance ∆u(ξ, s) at location ξ on the fault at time s is defined by using the normal vector ν at location ξ as
( 3) This represents the displacement difference between the two faces of the fault. Below, we abbreviate the set of the faults Γ as "the fault" for brevity. At the edge of each finite-sized fault, ∆u = 0 is satisfied. We use the condition G = 0 at infinity as the edge condition for infinitely long faults in subsequent analysis.
To derive the non-hypersingular stress Green's function, we rely on the spatiotemporal symmetry of the homogeneous Green's function:
where ∂s represents partial differentiation with respect to the time s. These relations mean that the homogeneous Green's function depends only on the relative location x − ξ and the relative time t − s. Since the homogeneous boundary condition is now imposed at infinity to get rid of the advanced Green's function, the spatial translational symmetry, Eq. (4), provides the spatial reciprocity of Green's function,
Here the homogeneous boundary conditions refer to Gin(x, t; ξ, s) = 0 (the rigid boundary condition) or
k G ln (x, t; ξ, s)= 0 (the free surface condition). Note that Eq. (6) is obtained from Eq. (4) with homogeneous boundary conditions imposed on all the boundaries except the fault Γ (Aki & Richards 2002, p29) . Eq. (6) is also utilized for regularization.
In the derivation of the stress Green's function, we will also recall the symmetry of the elasticity tensor:
Hypersingular Displacement-Gradient and Stress Green's Functions
Spatial differentiation of Eq. (1) gives the spatiotemporal distribution of the displacement gradient:
This integral equation for the response of the displacement gradient to the displacement (called the "displacement-gradient Green's function"), Eq. (8), is known to become hypersingular. That is, it cannot be evaluated as a Cauchy integral, even when the convolved variable is Hölder-continuous (Koller et al. 1992) . For example, the integral kernel in Eq. (8) contains a term proportional to r −3 δ(t − r/β) in the isotropic case, where β is the S-wave speed, and hence the integral equation diverges. Our aim is to make such an integral kernel integrable in the Cauchy sense (called "regularization") as long as it is convolved with Hölder-continuous boundary variables. For example, such boundary variables can be the spatial derivatives of the slip along the boundary (the dislocation), and not necessarily the slip itself.
With the constitutive law of the elasticity,
Eq. (8) also gives the hypersingular stress Green's function, as well as the hypersingular Green's function for the strain (∂mun + ∂num)/2. Here, σ kl (x, t) denotes the kl component of the stress σ(x, t) at each location x and time t. Note that this expression is obtained from the ordinary expression σ kl = c klmn (∂mun + ∂num)/2, with the symmetry c klmn = c klnm shown in Eq. (7). The traction T(x, t) at the location x on the fault Γ (x ∈ Γ) at time t is also given in the tensorial form Ti = −σijνj with the positive-compression convention.
Hereafter we assume the differentiability of the slip with respect to time and space in order to develop the non-hypersingular expressions. This holds for the conventional rock-mechanical cases assuming a smooth slip gradient (a spatial differential of the slip) and slip rate (temporal one). The assumptions concerning Γ is discussed when we introduce the local coordinate system in §3.1.
GENERAL FORMS OF THE NON-HYPERSINGULAR DISPLACEMENT-GRADIENT AND STRESS GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
We regularize Eq. (8) by following the widely adopted direct approach of regularization in real space (e.g., Koller et al. 1992; Cochard & Madariaga 1994; Tada & Yamashita 1997; Tada et al. 2000) . This process can be unified by utilizing the equation of motion, Eq. (2), and the translational symmetry of the Green's function (Bonnet 1999) . We perform the regularization by using coordinates spanned along the boundary (the local coordinates) in §3.1, which provides a unified way of structuring the non-hypersingular displacement-gradient and stress Green's functions in §3.2.
The following regularization of the stress Green's function does not require the discrimination between the fault Γ and other boundaries. We therefore refer to "the boundary" rather than "the fault" in this section, unless otherwise necessary.
Local Coordinate System
The local coordinate system is first defined in §3.1.1. We subsequently relate the coordinate values of the local coordinate system and of the global coordinate system spanned by (x1, x2, x3) axes in §3.1.2. A useful equality concerning the local coordinate is introduced in §3.1.3 for regularization.
To provide an intuitive explanation, we here suppose that the whole boundary area referred to by Γ is on a single boundary, the geometry of which is describable by a spatiotemporal function of class C 1 (which allows differentiation once). That is, two arbitrary points on Γ can be connected by a path of class C 1 on Γ. This simplification is solely for the explanatory purpose, and the relations introduced in §3.1 generally hold in each boundary as long as Γ Figure 1 . Schematic illustration of the local coordinate system on a fault Γ buried in the global coordinate system with axes (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ). The local coordinate system is spanned by the normal vector ν and the tangential vectors τ 1 and τ 2 at each location ξ on Γ.
consists of multiple boundaries of class C 1 , e.g., multiple unjointed faults of class C 1 . Such a relation also holds on a kinked fault as long as it can be represented by connected smooth boundaries.
Definition
The local coordinate system is a curvilinear, orthonormal coordinate system at the original time, one axis of which is defined by the unit normal vector ν(ξ, s) at the location ξ on the boundary Γ at time s. The other spatial vectors spanning the local coordinate system are unit vectors tangential to the boundary Γ, denoted by τ 1(ξ, s), τ 2(ξ, s), at the location ξ and time s. The tangential vectors τ 1 and τ 2 are also orthonormal vectors, which span the tangential plane at each location on Γ. This local coordinate system is shown schematically in Fig. 1 .
The tangential vectors τ 1 and τ 2 are arbitrary given at a location on Γ as long as they span the plane perpendicular to ν as τ 1 × τ 2 = ν. For example, they can be chosen as τ 1 = x3 ×ν, τ 2 =x3 in a two-dimensional problem on a plane spanned by the global coordinate axes x1 and x2, wherexa represents the unit vector along the xa axis (a = 1, 2, 3), and A × B represents the cross product for given vectors A and B. The tangential axes τ 1 and τ 2 at the other locations on the boundary are unambiguously determined through the differential forms given by the geometry of the boundary, as detailed below in §3.1.3.
Throughout the following derivation, we denote the components of a vector A along the local coordinate axes by
where φ takes the values 1 or 2. It parallels to the definition (Ai := A ·xi) of the i-th component Ai in the global coordinate system, wherexi denotes the i-th unit vector in the global coordinate system. Higher-order tensors are projected into the local coordinate system in the same way. While we employ the Latin subscripts for the global coordinate system, we use the Greek alphabet to represent the subscripts in the local coordinate system. We do not use Einstein's summation convention for the Greek subscripts.
Hereafter, we omit the location and time dependences of the local coordinate axes unless the necessity arises.
Coordinate Values in the Local Coordinate System
We introduce the coordinate values in the local coordinate system in a differential manner. The differentials are defined simultaneously in the local coordinate.
We distinguish a vector parametrized in terms of the local coordinate values, denoted by η, from the same vector parametrized in terms of the global coordinate values ξ to simplify the explanation, as in Tada & Yamashita (1997) . The two vectors η and ξ represent the same location and are the same vector as long as they are on the boundary where η is defined.
Let the φ component η φ of η be the coordinate value along the φ direction in the local coordinate system. Since the φ direction in the local coordinate system is parallel to τ φ at ξ, an infinitesimal change dη φ of η φ has the following relation to the change dξ of ξ on Γ,
Eq. (12) connects the coordinate values in the global and local coordinate systems in a differential manner. Eq. (12) also provides the conversion of the differentiation between the global and local coordinate systems:
that is,
where we use Eq. (11) in the first line and Eq. (12) in the transform from the first to the second line. As η is parametrized as a function of ξ on Γ by the path integral of Eq. (12), ξ on Γ is parametrized as a function of η by the path integral of the following local coordinate expression of dξ:
Here we have used Eq. (12) and the property [ν(ξ) · dξ(ξ) = 0] of dξ on Γ-that dξ is perpendicular to ν-for the transform from the first to the second line. We utilize this parametrization of ξ in terms of η in the later numerical experiments.
Stokes' Theorem and Integration-by-Parts Technique
Last, we introduce an integral formula that holds in arbitrary local coordinates in order to regularize the stress Green's function. Stokes' theorem connects the boundary integral of ∇ × F on Γ with the line integral of a vector function F tracing the edge ∂Γ of Γ:
where dΛ denotes an infinitesimal vector parallel to the direction of motion along the path of integration. Eq. (18) can be rewritten in the tensorial form
where abc denotes the Levi-Civita symbol, which yields abc = 1 when (a, b, c) = (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), or (3, 1, 2); abc = −1 when (a, b, c) = (3, 2, 1), (1, 3, 2), or (2, 1, 3); and abc = 0 otherwise. When F is given by a scalar function f as
Further multiplying Eq. (20) by jmd and using
we get the following:
Due to its antisymmetric property [(νj∂m − νm∂j) = −(νm∂j − νj∂m)], the tensor νj∂m − νm∂j in Eq. (22) is expressed by the differentials in the local coordinates as
Using component expressions in the local coordinates, we obtain
Eqs. (22) and (25) give the following relation for the linear operator
Let f equal to the product gh of two given functions g and h. As long as gh = 0 at the edges ∂Γ of the boundary Γ, the path integral in Eq. (26) vanishes, and Eq. (26) reduces to
Note that the edge condition gh = 0 can be interchanged with the condition of continuity of gh if the boundary is periodic. Eq. (27) can be regarded as a kind of integration by parts and is used in the derivation (this is the so-called "integration-by-parts technique" (Bonnet 1999, p21) ), although it is not a naive integration by parts obtained from the divergence theorem. Eq. (27) holds on the respective unjointed boundaries even when Γ is made of multiple unjointed boundaries. As shown in Eq. (27), the two tensors (νjτ φm − νmτ φj ) and ∂τ φ is permutable in the boundary integral over Γ, given the condition gh = 0 on ∂Γ. This is nontrivial, given that the local coordinate axes evolve in space. For example, let Γ be the circular arc in Fig. 2 , which has radius R and forms an angle π/2 in twodimensional x1 − x2 space. The normal vector ν is location dependent, and it changes smoothly while retaining the orthonormal relation to the tangential vector τ = τ 1 as the local coordinate value η = η1 evolves. The axes thus evolve along the curve in a differential manner:
Simulated fault geometry. Two half-lines connect to the edges of the arc of a circle of radius R, subtending an angle π/2, where the half-lines coincide with the tangents to the arc. The origin of the global coordinate system is located at the intersection of the extensions of the half-lines. The fault is symmetric about the x 2 axis. The off-fault stress is evaluated in the numerical experiments along the stress evaluation line shown, which is parametrized by an angle a.
where we have used Eq. (15) to express the differentials of the local coordinate axes in both the global and local coordinates. Integration of Eqs. (28) and (29) gives the differences in the local coordinate axes at different places along the arc. As above, the differentials of τ φ and ν are exactly non-zero, despite the fact that (νjτ φm − νmτ φj ) is substantially permutable with the differential operator ∂τ φ in Eq. (27) due to Stokes' theorem, given the edge condition on gh. Eq. (27) holds for problems in any dimension, although φ ∂τ φ (νjτ φm −νmτ φj ) can take locally non-zero values in threedimensional cases.
Regularization of the Displacement-Gradient and Stress
Green's Functions
We here regularize the integral equation, Eq. (8), that describes the displacement-gradient field, eventually giving the hypersingular expression of the stress Green's function on the fault Γ. To begin with, we simplify Eq. (8) by using the spatial translational symmetry [Eq. (4)] of the Green's function G in a homogeneous medium:
We suppose the evaluation point x to be an off-fault location (x / ∈ Γ) that never coincides with the location of the source ξ on the fault Γ (x = ξ ∈ Γ) in Eq. (8). This enables us to avoid considering the delta-function contained in the equation of motion Eq. (2) of the Green's function. Even under such an assumption, the stress on the fault can be evaluated by using the continuity of the stress near the fault [σ(ξ, t) = σ(ξ ± 0 × ν, t) for x ∈ Γ]. This parallels the handling of Eq. (2) in previous studies, which did not evaluate the delta-functions in Eq. (2) when considering the on-fault stress (e.g., Tada & Yamashita 1997) .
For a source and receiver in different locations, the equation of motion, Eq. (2), of the Green's function in a homogeneous medium (∂jcijpq = 0) reduces to
where we have used x = ξ, the spatial homogeneity of the elasticity tensor c, and a symmetry of c: cijpq = cijqp.
Non-Hypersingular Displacement-Gradient Green's Functions
We obtain the regularized form of the displacement gradient below. Projecting the j-th component in Eq. (8) into the local coordinate system, we obtain
This expression has the subscript ν of ciνpq expressed in local coordinates, while the other subscripts are expressed in global coordinates. As in this expression, the regularized form of the displacement gradient is expressed with subscripts along the axes of both the global and local coordinate systems. The term ciνpq∂m∂qGnp in Eq. (32) contains the m = ν component ciνpq∂ν ∂qGnp, which is a part of the stress produced by the Green's function; this can be explicitly written with the spatial reciprocity, Eq. (6), as
We here flipped the subscripts n and p and the locations x and ξ in Eq. (6) for comparing Eq. (33) with Eq. (32). The left-hand side of Eq. (33) is certainly ciνpq∂ν ∂qGnp in Eq. (32) for j = ν, and is also a part of the stress produced by the Green's function, as expressed in the right-hand side of Eq. (33).
We then utilize the equation of motion of the Green's function to evaluate the quantity ciνpq∂m∂qGnp for the case m = ν. Subsequent calculations rely on the invariance of the inner product through the coordinate transformation. For two given vectors A and B, the inner product satisfies the following relation:
This also holds to some extent in the later analysis, where we replace A and B by variables that contain the operators for spatial partial differentiation.
To distinguish the case ν = m explicitly from the other cases of ciνpq∂m∂qGnp, we project the subscript m in the partialdifferential operator in Eq. (32) into local coordinates. This projection is given in Eq. (34) for the case A =xm and B = ∇ by using the unit vectorxm in the m-th direction in the global coordinate system:
where τ φm is the m-th component of τ φ . Eq. (35) projects ∂m onto the local coordinate system and enables us to rewrite Eq. (32) as
Last, through the following four steps we transform the part proportional to ∂ν in Eq. (36) 
Second, substituting Aj = cijpq and Bj = ∂
Third, using Eqs. (37) and (38), we find
Fourth, we rewrite Eq. (39) with using the temporal translational symmetry, Eq. (5), and the spatial reciprocity, Eq. (6), of the Green's function in the form
We here utilized the abovementioned assumption that a source and receiver are at different locations. Substituting Eq. (40) into Eq. (36), we get
Since the derivative in Eq. (41) 
where the quantity ∆ui(ξ, s) := ∂s∆ui(ξ, s) denotes the i-th component of the slip rate at location ξ and time s. In the spatial integration by part, the contribution from the endpoints of the integral vanishes, due to ∆u = 0 at the edge for finite-sized boundaries, G = 0 at infinity for infinitely long boundaries, and the continuity of ∆u for periodic boundaries; the temporal one also vanishes due to G = 0 in the infinite past and the infinite future. Although the partial integration over the time s affects the boundary geometry Γ and ν both depending on s, such effects are expressed by the product of the slip and the temporal rate of change in Γ, and is the negligible second order under the assumption of small deformations firstly assumed.
Eq. (42) is the desired regularized expression for the hypersingular displacement-gradient Green's function, Eq. (8), which we have obtained after partial integrations along the boundary and in time. The derivative of the Green's function can be found in Tada et al. (2000) for three-dimensional isotropic media and partly in Tada & Yamashita (1997) for two-dimensional isotropic media. The term proportional to the time derivative of the slip corresponds to an equivalent single force caused by the inertial effect ∂ 2 s ui in the equation of motion. The other term is proportional to the spatial derivative along the boundary and corresponds to the displacementgradient field caused by the dislocation, which has been studied intensively in the ordinary literature of dislocation theory. Eq. (42) is much more compact than previously obtained expressions that contain dozens of terms (e.g., Tada 2006) .
Eq. (42) is indeed equivalent to the result of Bonnet (1999) (p176). Note that Fukuyama & Madariaga (1998) reported that the hypersingularity is caused by the S-wave part in the Green's function, and they regularized the S-wave part only, at least for the shear-dislocation problem. Our result is partially integrated over all the other stress fields, which are caused by the P-wave and near-field terms in addition to that caused by the S-wave part for the case of an isotropic medium. This makes our expression applicable to general homogeneous media and not just to an isotropic medium. Although our result in Eq. (42) may include unnecessary integration by parts in that sense, the same discretized results will be obtained from Eq. (42) for the shear-dislocation problem in an isotropic medium as from the previous studies that regularized the S-wave part only (e.g., Fukuyama & Madariaga 1998; Aochi et al. 2000; Tada 2006 ), since both safely handle the hypersingular part of the S-wave.
Eq. (42) above can be reduced to a form appropriate for twodimensional problems by considering a boundary and slip distribution that are translationally symmetric for a given τ2 direction:
where τ = τ1 and η = η1 are implied as in ordinary studies of two-dimensional problems.
Non-Hypersingular Stress Green's Functions
We have obtained the non-hypersingular integral equation, Eq. (42), for the displacement-gradient field. This also provides the non-hypersingular stress Green's function through Eq. (9):
The corresponding two-dimensional expressions are obtained from the three-dimensional one given in Eq. (44) both for the inplane (modes I or II) and anti-plane (mode III) problems, just as the two-dimensional displacement-gradient Green's function, Eq. (43), obtained from the three-dimensional one, Eq. (42).
We also obtain a non-hypersingular integral equation from Eq. (42) for the symmetric strain tensor (∂mun + ∂num)/2.
Non-Hypersingular Green's Functions in Static Problems
Significant specializations of Eqs. (42) and (44) are the regularized displacement-gradient and stress Green's functions for the static problems. They are obtained in the quasi-static limit where the slip ∆u is treated as time invariant:
where Gst = dsG(= dtG) is the static Green's function, independent of the time t, and we have eliminated the time dependences of the displacement gradient and stress from the left-hand sides. The inertial contribution, represented by the first terms in Eqs. (42) and (44), vanishes in the quasi-static limit. Two-dimensional expressions are obtained from Eqs. (45) and (46) in the same way as in the dynamic cases.
The derivatives of the Green's function can be found in Okada (1992) ; Tada et al. (2000) for three-dimensional isotropic media, and they are listed in Appendix A for the two-dimensional ones.
THE PARADOX OF SMOOTH AND ABRUPT BENDS REVISITED
We have investigated carefully the development of the nonhypersingular stress Green's function, Eq. (44), from the general homogeneous Green's function. As an application, we reconsider below the paradox of smooth and abrupt bends. In §4.1 with using the quasi-static limit, Eq. (46), of Eq. (44) that we derived, we treat the problem of uniform shear for which Tada & Yamashita (1996) showed that the stress analytically must be zero in the previous formulations. In §4.2, we show that the differential geometry on the curved boundary sheds light on the root of the paradox.
Numerical Test of Dislocation Problems on Curved Fault Geometry
The paradox of smooth and abrupt bends was recognized in an investigation of the stress fields caused by the slip on a curved fault geometry (Tada & Yamashita 1996) . The geometry studied was constructed by an arc connecting two infinitely long straight halflines in two-dimensional space. Fig. 2 shows this geometry, where the arc has the curvature radius R. We here fix the arc length to πR/4. By solving the elastic problem for such a curved fault by using the stress Green's function of Tada (1996) ; Tada & Yamashita (1997) for an isotropic, homogeneous, elastic medium, Tada & Yamashita (1996) reported that the stress fields in the discretized cases are different from those in the un-discretized case, even in the limit (∆ξ/R → 0) of an infinitesimal discretization length ∆ξ.
The clearest explanation of the paradox is provided in Tada & Yamashita (1996) by using a case of constant shear slip ∆u = ∆u0t(ξ) along a smoothly curved fault (a smooth curve) for an arbitrary non-zero constant ∆u0. They solved this case analytically based on Tada (1996) or equivalently Tada & Yamashita (1997) . The solution predicts zero stress over the entire medium. Despite this analytical prediction, their result for a discretized fault (a line chain) exhibited the finite stress.
Here we revisit the paradox of smooth and abrupt bends with this constant shear-slip problem in the curved geometry. To confirm the validity of the obtained result, we first study the stress field off the fault (the off-fault stress) using Eq. (46). In this setting, we can use the hypersingular expression for the stress field calculated from Eq. (8) (in the quasi-static limit) using Eq. (9). We later test the stress on the fault (the on-fault stress) for a variable slip distribution.
In the following numerical test, we compare the nonhypersingular ones we obtained [Eq. (46) ] and those previously obtained (Tada 1996; Tada & Yamashita 1997) . We also compute i) the line chain, which is a fundamental tool in a large part of numerical analysis, and ii) the hypersingular stress Green's function obtained from Eq. (8) with Eq. (9). The hypersingular expression
gives the correct answer, as long as it is applied to evaluate the off-fault stress, and because of its simple derivation [it is just a derivative of the representation theorem, Eq. (1)], it can serve as a reference for the correct value of the off-fault stress. That is, the correct non-hypersingular expressions need to give the same offfault stress as the hypersingular one.
We compute or calculate these values in the following manner. The derivative of the tangential vector of the slip in Eq. (46) is computed with using
where the coefficient κ is called the curvature (the inverse of which is called the curvature radius) (Pressley 2010) ; it is given by
Eqs. (47) and (48) are obtained by approximating the geometry in an infinitesimally small space around each location by a circular arc through Eq. (28) and Eq. (29) and replacing R −1 by κ. In  Fig. 2 , κ = 1/R on the arc and κ = 0 on the half-lines. We calculate the derivatives of the Green's function G in Eqs. (46) and (8) analytically, as shown in Appendix A. We used Simpson's rule or the double-exponential scheme for the numerical integrations. The integrated values of the off-fault stress are independent of the numerical integration schemes to within the numerical precision. The on-fault stress is integrated in the Cauchy sense with the double-exponential scheme (Mori & Sugihara 2001) of Ooura & Mori (1999) . The line-chain solution can be found in Ando et al. (2007) as the quasi-static limit of the result in Tada & Madariaga (2001) , which is a discretization of the previous non-hypersingular expression of Tada & Yamashita (1997) . The line chain constitutes the polygonal lines inscribed within the original curve. Note that the value of the previously obtained stress Green's function is exactly zero (Tada & Yamashita 1996) . Fig. 3 (top) shows the result for the 1,1-component σ11 of the stress tensor for each distance D along the specific line shown in Fig. 2 . We obtained the plotted numerical values for the hypersin-gular / non-hypersingular expressions with sufficient accuracy. The angle parameter a in Fig. 2 is set at a = atan(2) − π/4 in the simulation. The result is normalized by taking the unit R → 1, and the rigidity is 1. The Poisson ratio is set at 1/4.
It is quite remarkable that a non-zero value is predicted by the hypersingular stress Green's function we obtained (labeled "New Non-Hypersingular" in Fig. 3 ). This result is clearly different from the prediction of the previously obtained hypersingular stress Green's function (labeled "Previous Non-Hypersingular" in Fig. 3) .
Our non-hypersingular one also coincides admirably with the result of the hypersingular one (labeled "Hypersingular" in Fig. 3) , and supports our non-hypersingular expression.
Furthermore, perhaps surprisingly, the result for the line chain also coincides with the result of the hypersingular stress Green's function and our non-hypersingular one. This suggests that the correct answer can be obtained from a line chain discretizes a smooth fault into multiple short lines. Given the zero value of the previous non-hypersingular stress Green's function on the smooth curve, this implication can be paraphrased as indicating that the previously obtained non-hypersingular stress Green's functions are correct only on a discretized flat boundary and that they are not suitable for treating a smooth curve directly.
In addition, the three computational results-except for the previously obtained stress Green's function (on a smooth curve)converged to the result of a kinked fault (corresponding to the limit R → 0, substantially R/D → 0) as the distance D from the kink becomes larger. These non-zero values are hence consistent with the property of elastic equations (Aki & Richards 2002 ) that, as a receiver becomes distanced from a source, the stress caused by a source approaches to that caused by a point source which gives the same total amount of the dislocation.
Let us clarify the relation between the non-hypersingular stress Green's function we obtained and the prediction of the line chain. As detailed later, our non-hypersingular expression coincides with the previous non-hypersingular one for a flat boundary. Hence the line-chain result, obtained from the previous nonhypersingular expression of using the discretized flat boundary elements, is also the discretization of our non-hypersingular one; this is also surprising because our and previous results are clearly different when we consider the original result without any discretization of the boundary. Fig. 3 (bottom) shows the differences in the line-chain result and our non-hypersingular expression for the off-fault stress and on-fault stress. As the discretization length ∆ξ of the boundary element becomes shorter, the line-chain result converges to our non-hypersingular result within the error of O((∆ξ) 2 ); the plotted result is obtained for D = 2.236. On the other hand, one of the most demanding cases-the on-fault stress with a variable slip distribution-converged to our non-hypersingular result to within the error of O(∆ξ); we evaluated the on-fault stress at η = 8/π with an example ∆uτ = cos 2 (2η/R)H(πR/4 − |η|) of slip distributions that produce Hölder-continuous dislocations ∂τ ∆u over the fault. These results are consistent with the analytical error estimates for the discretized solution of our non-hypersingular stress Green's function (Appendix B).
As above, as long as one uses our non-hypersingular stress Green's function, the plausibility of which is supported by the hypersingular one, modeling with a discretized boundary can reproduce the result expected from the original smooth curve. This means that the paradox of smooth and abrupt bends does not exist for the correctly modified, non-hypersingular stress Green's function. In addition, as the previous expressions are correct only for the flat cases, the root of the paradox-which was missed in several previous studies-must be some geometrical factors that only appear on the curved faults.
Differential Geometry on Curved Faults Missed in Previous Non-Hypersingular Expressions
Numerical experiments suggest that the paradox is caused by the previously obtained non-hypersingular stress Green's function that erroneously works on the smoothly curved faults. In retrospect, Tada & Yamashita (1996) showed that the paradox is essentially caused by the non-uniqueness of the zero-stress field; by using the stress Green's function of Tada (1996) , they showed that the stressfield becomes zero over the entire medium when either of the following two conditions is satisfied:
or
However, this conclusion misses the change in the local coordinate axes, Eqs. (47) and (48). We already know that the two conditions above are not equivalent, given Eqs. (47) and (48), and their differences can be written in the following forms:
The second terms in these equations, which are proportional to the curvature, are what have been neglected in claiming the abovementioned equivalence. Indeed, the terms proportional to κ are not included in the starting-point equation of Tada & Yamashita (1996) [Eq.
(1) in their paper] as in other previous studies. As noted from Eq. (42)-or equivalently from Eq. (43) for two-dimensional caseszero stress over the entire medium occurs only when Eq. (50) is satisfied. Eq. (51) does not necessarily mean that the stress field is zero throughout the entire medium. The root of the paradox is as above caused by the differentials of the local coordinate axes, which were missed in previous studies and which are not contained in our stress Green's function, as shown by the numerical results. This difference of the new and previous non-hypersingular expressions indeed leads to the new finding detailed in the companion paper (Romanet, Sato, and Ando), which will give a physical implication concerning the curvature.
The condition ∂ (ξ)
a ∆uτ φ = 0 only for the anti-plane problems. It is also consistent with the report by Tada & Yamashita (1996) that the paradox vanishes in the antiplane problems.
In addition, the second terms in Eqs. (52) and (53) vanish for the line chain, and then our and previous expressions of the nonhypersingular stress Green's function are equivalent for flat boundary sources. Moreover, in our non-hypersingular expression, the interpolated slip, with the piecewise-constant function in the global coordinate system, gives exactly the same stress filed as that of the piecewise-constant slip on the line chain inscribed within the original curve, without requiring any discretization of the fault geometry (mentioned in Appendix B). These results actually provide a logical reason why the line-chain solution obtained from the previously derived non-hypersingular Green's function converges to our nonhypersingular solution in the numerical experiment shown earlier. This equivalence of the flatly discretized solutions also holds for three-dimensional problems.
DISCUSSION
Our analytical and numerical investigations of the stress Green's function have resolved a previously identified problem (the paradox of smooth and abrupt bends) concerning the convergence of discretized solutions to the true solution. We have shown that a flatly discretized solution converges to the correct un-discretized solution in the limit of sufficiently fine discrete elements. In that sense, the smooth and discretized faults can be used without special discrimination. This may be the answer to the above-mentioned ambiguity concerning the adequacy of smooth and discretized faults in modeling real faults (Duan & Oglesby 2005; Kase & Day 2006) . Previous studies using discretized faults (e.g., Aochi & Fukuyama 2002) are thus verified in that way. Moreover, the fully correct nonhypersingular stress Green's function would be provided in this study.
We eventually found that the cause of the apparent paradox is due to the spatial changes in the axes of the local coordinates, which had been missed in the previous studies that considered nonplanar geometries (e.g., Jeyakumaran & Keer 1994; Tada 1996; Aochi et al. 2000; Tada 2006 ). Our finding is a negative resolution of the paradox, in the sense that previous analytical studies missed the differentiation of the local coordinate axes and hence obtained inconsequent results for the given problems. This theoretical oversight is mathematically simple and is corrected from the differential geometry of the local coordinate system, as in Eqs. (47) and (48). Nevertheless, this will be a missing link that leads to the nontrivial physical suggestion that the stress field induced by a quasi-statically imposed slip of respective modes (∆uν , ∆uτ 1 , ∆uτ 2 ) cannot be described by differentials of the slip along the fault (∂τ φ ∆uν , ∂τ φ ∆uτ 1 , ∂τ φ ∆uτ 2 ), i.e., the dislocation. This point seems not to have been found from the discretized numerical analyses, and it provides a novel view of the stress caused by the non-planarity of the geometry, as detailed in our companion paper (Romanet, Sato, and Ando) .
As for the stress field, the (on-fault) traction field of a line chain is consistent with our non-hypersingular expression (Fig. 4) ; the slip in this figure is set to be the same constant shear slip as in the off-fault stress case considered in the numerical experiments. Although Tada & Yamashita (1996) showed that the smooth curve and line chain give normal tractions of different signs in a problem with a stress boundary condition (Fig.2 of their paper) , this discrepancy is apparent and faultily arises because of their smooth curve result missing the term proportional to the curvature in Eq. (52). Note that the normal traction in the smooth-curve result of Tada & Yamashita (1996) is spatially variable due to the stress boundary condition they imposed. Indeed, the normal traction in the smoothcurve result becomes zero when Tada & Yamashita (1996) consider the boundary condition of the constant shear / normal slip, as they themselves pointed out (the text accompanying Fig. 3 in their paper). We treat the crack problem further in the companion paper.
Our non-hypersingular Green's functions are actually equivalent to those obtained by Bonnet (1999) , where his Eq. (4.24) (p75) is for elastostatics and Eq. (7.61) (p176) for elastodynamics. For example, our Eq. (44) can be expressed as
in the nomenclature of Bonnet (1999) , with D lb := − φ (ν l τ φb − ν b τ φl )∂τ φ and Σ k ab (x, t; ξ, s) := c abcd ∂cG dk (x, t; ξ, s). Note that the reciprocal Green's function G ab (ξ, s; x, t) is used with single force / traction contributions for finite-spaced media in the original expression of Bonnet (1999) as well as with the outward normal vector. Our finding may thus be just to distinguish the expression given by Bonnet (1999) from previously obtained alternatives that erroneously miss the derivatives of the local coordinate axes. Nevertheless, this difference among these previous expressions was previously unrecognized and at least our careful exploration of the correct non-hypersingular expressions has successfully revealed such differences and clarified which of the expressions is correct.
As above, even for static problems, the stress source is not the extensively studied pure dislocation due to the differentials of the local coordinate axes. It may be a consolation for theorists that such a source can still be safely reduced to a dislocation through discretization using flat boundary elements, as shown by our linechain results. Since the stress Green's function, Eq. (44), is a sum of non-hypersingular integral equations convolving the slip rate or the slip gradient along the fault, it can be evaluated as a Cauchy integral as long as Hölder continuity is satisfied by the slip rate and slip gradient, in addition to the differentiability of the slip assumed in the derivation. As frequently done in fracture mechanics, Eq. (44) is also integrable in the Cauchy sense, even for a piecewise-constant slip rate, so long as the receiver is forbidden to be located at the edge of the interpolation region, where the gradients of ∆ui diverge. In that case, the intractable non-hypersingularity of Eq. (8) is regularized as radiation damping in the integral equation for the slip rate (the inertial term) in Eq. (42), as pointed out by Geubelle the quasi-static expression, Eq. (45), regularized for a Höldercontinuous dislocation, can be evaluated as a Cauchy integral even for piecewise-constant slip, except for the case in which the receiver is located at the edge of the interpolation region.
CONCLUSION
We have examined a paradox reported by Tada & Yamashita (1996) , that a solution with the discretization for a dislocation / crack problem does not converge to the original solution on a curved boundary, even in the continuous limit. We first develop a compact alternative expression for the non-hypersingular stress Green's function. Second we numerically verify the various stress Green's functions. The numerical experiment refutes the paradox and suggests that the analyses of Tada (1996) and subsequent studies are inadequate for a smoothly curved boundary, although they are correct after discretization using flat boundary elements. By examining the spurious zero-stress field condition, which was pronounced as the root of the paradox by Tada & Yamashita (1996) , we have found that previous studies missed the differentiation of the local coordinate axes. Our non-hypersingular stress Green's function stands the test of both theory and numerical analysis, and newly extracted theoretical implication of this result will be explored in our companion paper (Romanet, Sato, and Ando) . and axes of the local coordinates are supposed to be differentiable and the derivatives of them to be Hölder continuous. For simplicity, the slip gradient is supposed to exist in a finite region. Structured elements are treated mainly with the mid-point interpolation rule of the slip, and other cases are briefly mentioned.
For brevity, we shorten the integral equation Eq. (46) to
where K denotes the shortened kernel, and dΣ = dη is used. The static Green's function Gst(x, ξ) is rewritten as Gst(x − ξ) given its spatial reciprocity. Hereinafter, we consider a given location x of the receiver as a fixed value, and then omit x-dependence of K.
The location of the source ξ in the real space is parametrized by the local coordinate value η.
To begin with, the line-chain result is obtained by the following piecewise-constant interpolation of the slip in the global coordinate system: where χ(·) is the characteristic function that returns 1 when (·) is true and 0 otherwise, and Γn denotes the area covered by the n-th discretized element. An inequality ηn+1 − ηn ≤ ∆ξ is satisfied for a given size ∆ξ of an element and gives ηn+1 − ηn = O(∆ξ); the equality is achieved for the structured elements. The number of elements counted in the summation Σ over the entire discretized area is of O((∆ξ) −1 ). The stress integral is discretized into where η + n is the junction between the fault elements n, n+1, whose corresponding η value in structure elements is the mean η values over the fault elements n, n + 1.
Eq. (B.6) is equivalent to the line-chain result in the case of the polygonal lines inscribed within the original curve. That indicates that Eq. (B.3) , the interpolation with respect to the slip, substantially includes the discretization of the fault geometry adopted in the line chain. Thus, the error estimate of the line-chain result is reduced to the error estimate of the piecewise constant slip on the smooth curve in our non-hypersingular expression. Note that the higher-order interpolation requires to consider the boundary discretization independently from the interpolation of the slip, where the curvature arises explicitly.
B1 Accuracy of Off-Fault Stress
Analytical proof is presented to the accuracy of the on-fault stress being the second order (O((∆ξ) 2 )) concerning the discretization width ∆ξ.
The order estimate of the accuracy is made of the following two steps. First, the difference in ∆uc in the right hand side of Eq. (B.5) is the mid-point interpolation of derivative of the slip in the global coordinate, as long as we use the structured elements, which satisfies |η + n − ηn| = |η + n − ηn+1|. The error expressed by the second term is hence of O( (∆ξ) 3 );
Second, the leading order of the right hand side of Eq. (B.7) is the mid-point interpolation of the integrand K abc ∂τ (∆uc). Hence, as long as the K abc is regular for given η (that is satisfied for the offfault stress), the leading order converges to the true solution up to the second order in each element. That is, where the continuous integral is estimated at O( dη) = ( ∆ξ) in the second transform. Eq. (B.9) estimates the error to be of O( (∆ξ) 3 ), which means O((∆ξ) 2 ). It is indeed what is observed in §4.1 numerically. Note that the error is expected to increase in the case of the unstructured elements or the interpolation other than the midpoint. They deteriorate the error estimate in Eq. (B.7) and O( (∆ξ) 2 ) terms remain. The error is hence estimated to be of O(∆ξ) in the case of unstructured elements or non-midpoint interpolation.
B2 Accuracy Deterioration of On-fault Stress
Eq. (B.9) contains expansion concerning (∆ξ/|x − ξ|) due to that of the Green's function and its error scales as O((∆ξ) 2 , (∆ξ/|x − ξ|) 2 ) more properly. Therefore, the above error estimate for the offfault stress is not applicable to the on-fault stress, where the factor (∆ξ/|x − ξ|) diverges at a point on the fault giving x − ξ → 0. The above estimate is modified below for the on-fault stress, numerically shown to contain the error of O(∆ξ) in §4.1.
Without loss of generality, we suppose the receiver position at η = 0 given the arbitrariness of the origin of the local coordinate system; we also assume that ∆ξ is normalized by some finite constant for brevity. Next, we separate the slip in the region |ξ| < M ∆ξ around the receiver η = 0 from the other (from where H(·) is the Heaviside step function. The order of M concerning ∆ξ is imposed arbitrarily, and is later set so as to get the correct order estimate of the error. Below, we separately evaluate the error in Eq. (B.10) into those of σ near,ab for |η| < M ∆ξ and of σ dist,ab for |η| > M ∆ξ.
We first evaluate the error in σ near,ab . In the case without discretization, the slip in the integrand of σ near,ab is expanded around the receiver while the kernel is kept unexpanded; where ∆u is the spatial derivative of the slip ∆u. We next utilize the symmetry of the homogeneous static Green's function: where the Taylor expansion of the slip gradient is used through the transform from the second to the third line with Eq. (B.16).
Comparing the expanded results of the un-discretized σ near,ab and discretized one, respectively given in Eqs. (B.17) and (B.19) , the discretized error is noticed to be of O((M ∆ξ) 2 ) for σ near,ab : σ near,ab − discretized σ near,ab = O((M ∆ξ) 2 ).
(B.20)
Meanwhile, the error in σ dist,ab is of O((∆ξ) 2 , 1/M 2 ) given the same expansion as for the off-fault stress, σ dist,ab − discretized σ dist,ab = O((∆ξ) 2 , 1/M 2 ) (B.21)
by considering that the error in Eq. (B.9) is (O((∆ξ) 2 , (∆ξ/|x − ξ|) 2 )) due to the Taylor expansion on ∆ξ/|x − ξ|. The lower bound of the above error estimate is obtained with M that matches errors in σ near,ab [Eq. (B.20) ] and σ dist,ab , [Eq. (B.21)], i.e., (M ∆ξ) 2 ∼ max(1/M 2 , (∆ξ) 2 ). This M value, M = O( √ ∆ξ), predicts that the error is of O(∆ξ) in total, which is consistent with our numerical results (Fig. 3, bottom) .
The error estimate of σnear does not rely on neither the midpoint interpolation rule nor structured elements. The error becomes of O(M −1 , ∆ξ) for σ dist if either of these conditions is not valid, according to the similar logic to the off-fault one. Given these, the error of the on-fault stress will become of O((∆ξ) 2/3 ) with M = O((∆ξ) 2/3 ) [that satisfies (M ∆ξ) 2 ∼ max(1/M, ∆ξ)] for non-midpoint interpolations or unstructured elements.
